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 Libro I Love Johanna Castellanos Pdf DOWNLOAD: This works on the Kindle Keyboard and is available as a free ebook from Sony Books.----- Forwarded by Jeff Dasovich/NA/Enron on 02/21/2001 02:26 PM ----- Jeff Dasovich Sent by: Jeff Dasovich 02/16/2001 01:51 PM To: James D Steffes/NA/Enron@Enron, Harry Kingerski/NA/Enron@Enron, Paul Kaufman/Enron@EnronXGate, Richard
Shapiro/NA/Enron@Enron, skean@enron.com cc: Subject: California Update--Legislative Session In brief, the legislative session begins Monday. SB 27x is the siting bill, which will be heard in the Senate Energy Committee tomorrow. The Senate has voted it out of the committee and is ready to vote it (Schwarzenegger's $1 billion--and up--bailout for SoCalEd). There is also a "Plan B" which is SB
78xx, the low-income/solar "acceleration" measure. The Senate made a couple of modifications to SB 78xx and the Assembly has now concurred. SB 78xx will be heard in the Senate Agriculture Committee tomorrow. There is also a siting bill, SB 27xx, which was amended in the Senate Energy Committee yesterday to create a new "Board" and transfer siting authority from ECC to the new "Board."
This would require another Senate concurrence. My thought--we should have a siting plan prepared for release tomorrow if the siting bill moves out of the Senate Energy Committee. If it's heard tomorrow, we need to be prepared to argue that there is no reason to bring a "plan" to the Assembly until we have a Board that is independent, with authority to use its authority. (The other concern is that we

want the Board to have authority to use its authority--the "de-acceleration" authority, if they deem it appropriate.) On the supply side, there are signs that "Plan B" is going nowhere. There was a Q&A with Lynch this morning on KGO. 82157476af
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